How will your business realize greater advantage from data?

In today’s fast-paced business world, data must be acquired, processed and made available in a timely, relevant and actionable way to enable faster, better business decisions.

Digital resiliency prioritizes data-centric processes—improving data usage and enhancing efficiency of the data lifecycle. Organizations that achieve this and act on insights faster will gain a competitive edge.

Dell Technologies Consulting Services can help your business be more data-driven. We will coordinate on a strategy, implement standardized technology and help you extract greater value from your data.

Why Dell for Microsoft?

- Demonstrated Success with industry recognition for 51 partner of the year awards
- Most Competent Partner, attaining 18 competencies in various Microsoft capabilities
- Deep alliances investment—Dell Technologies & Microsoft EPG globally
- Microsoft Gold Certified with over 30 years of partnership & awards
Simplify data management, governance & analytics of Microsoft Data Platforms with Dell Technologies Services

Dell Technologies provides the critical infrastructure needed for SQL Server Business Intelligence (BI) applications to access structured and unstructured data sources and deeper historical data sets, enabling organizations to prepare and utilize that data for machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) applications.

And with the guidance and assistance from Consulting Services experts, you will realize these benefits faster and without interruption to strategic business priorities.

Dell Technologies Services aligned to Microsoft Data Platforms help you unlock data value quickly so you can create a more intelligent, competitive business.

- Determine the right **strategy**, aligned to architectural principles to make faster, better use of data insights
- Accelerate **implementation** of simplified data management and analytics solutions
- Rapidly **adopt** and optimize technology for increased performance and flexibility
- Gain a single view of data on-premises and in the cloud with a solution that **scales** to suit your business

Explore Dell Consulting Services  |  Contact a Dell Technologies expert  |  View more resources  |  Join the conversation with #DellTechnologies
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